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Tropical Graph Curves
Madhusudan Manjunath∗
Abstract: We study a tropical analogue of the notion of graph curves. Given a connected
3-regular graph G, we define a notion of tropical graph curve associated to G and show their
existence when G is a 3-regular, three-connected planar graph. Furthermore, we realize these
tropical graph curves as tropicalizations of graph curves. As an application, for smooth curves
with a 3-regular, three-connected planar graph as their Berkovich skeleton, we construct
canonical embeddings whose tropicalization preserves the topology of a Berkovich skeleton.
1 Introduction
Graph curves are stable curves associated to a 3-regular graph. A systematic study of their
properties in terms of the underlying graph was initiated by Bayer and Eisenbud [3] in
1991. In this paper, we study tropical analogues of graph curves, that we refer to as tropical
graph curves. We start with a brief review of graph curves before treating their tropical
counterpart.
Let κ be an algebraically closed field and let G be a 3-regular, simple (no loops and
no multiedges) connected graph. The graph curve XG over κ associated to G is a totally
degenerate curve with simple nodes whose dual graph is G. Hence, every irreducible com-
ponent of XG is rational. For G = K4, the graph curve XK4 consists of four P1κs with every
pair intersecting transversally. The condition 3-regular ensures that XG is well-defined up to
isomorphism i.e., any choice of three distinct points as nodes on each irreducible component
gives isomorphic graph curves.
The arithmetic genus of the graph curve XG is equal to the genus of G. The graph curve
XG of arithmetic genus g carries a canonical bundle of degree 2g − 2 and rank g − 1 [3]. It
is very ample if and only if G is three-(vertex) connected [3, Proposition 2.5]. As shown in
[3, Lemma 2.6], for 3-regular, simple graphs, three vertex connectivity is equivalent to three
edge connectivity. We use the term three-connected to refer to it. For a three-connected
graph G of genus g, the canonical bundle of XG embeds into Pg−1κ as an arrangement of
2g − 2 lines.
Tropical Graph Curves: For a graph G, a geometric realization of G is a metric graph
whose underlying combinatorial graph is isomorphic to G. A modification of a graph G is a
∗Part of this work was done while the author was at the University of California, Berkeley and was funded
by a Feoder-Lynen Fellowship of the Humboldt Foundation.
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metric graph G obtained by gluing (arbitrary) metric trees to a finite number of points of a
geometric realization of G.
Given a connected, simple graph G of genus g, a tropical graph curve TG associated to
G is an arrangement of 2g − 2 (tropical) lines in tropical projective space TPg−1 such that
TG (with respect to the Euclidean topology on TPg−1, see Section 2) is homeomorphic to a
modification of G.
Figure 1 shows a tropical graph curve associated to the three-dimensional cube and the
eight lines corresponding to the vertices are denoted by Lvi . This tropical cube curve is
homeomorphic to the one-skeleton of a three-dimensional cube with trees “attached” to it
at points p1, p2, p3 and p4.
The concept of tropical graph curve raises two basic questions:
1. Existence: Given a simple connected graph G, does G have a tropical graph curve
associated to it?
2. Realizability: Suppose that G is a 3-regular connected graph, which tropical graph
curves are realizable as the tropicalization of a canonical embedding of the graph curve
XG with respect to the trivial valuation? Three-connectivity is a necessary condition
for realizability as a tropical graph curve [3, Proposition 2.5]. Canonical embeddings
of graph curves whose tropicalizations yield tropical graph curves are called weakly
faithful canonical embeddings, this terminology is justified by Section 4.
We report our results on each of the two questions. We show the existence of tropical
graph curves for three-connected planar graphs.
Proposition 1.1. (Existence Theorem) For every 3-regular three-connected planar graph
G, there is a tropical graph curve associated to it.
We prove Theorem 1.1 by constructing weakly faithful canonical embeddings of the corre-
sponding graph curve. These weakly faithful canonical embeddings are derived from a planar
embedding of the graph. For instance, the following arrangement of lines gives a weakly faith-
ful tropicalization of the (one-skeleton of the) three-dimensional cube. Consider the planar
embedding of the cube C with its facets (and vertices) labelled as shown in Figure 2. Let
xFj be the variable corresponding to the face Fj and identify P4κ with Proj(κ[xF1 , . . . , xF5 ]).
The equations for the eight lines corresponding to eight vertices are as follows:
Lv1 = 〈xF1 + xF2 + xF3, xF4, xF5〉
Lv2 = 〈xF1 + xF4 + xF3, xF2, xF5〉
Lv3 = 〈xF1 + xF4 + xF5, xF2, xF3〉
Lv4 = 〈xF1 + xF2 + xF5, xF3, xF4〉
Lv5 = 〈xF1, xF3, xF4〉, Lv6 = 〈xF1, xF4, xF5〉
Lv7 = 〈xF1, xF2, xF5〉, Lv8 = 〈xF1, xF2, xF3〉
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Figure 1: Tropical Cube Curve
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Figure 2: A Planar Embedding of the Cube
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Consider the tropicalization of this line arrangement. When seen as a subset of the
algebraic torus it is not weakly faithful. In particular, the lines Lv5 , Lv6 , Lv7 and Lv8 do not
intersect the algebraic torus. On the other hand, this line arrangement can be tropicalized
in tropical projective space TP4 (this justifies the appearance of tropical projective space
in the definition of tropical graph curves) to yield the tropical line arrangement shown in
Figure 1. Hence, this canonical embedding is weakly faithful.
The property of being weakly faithful is highly sensitive to the choice of a canonical
embedding, any linear change of co-ordinates in P4 yields another canonical embedding of
the graph curve XC. Each of these canonical embeddings has dual graph C but, roughly
speaking the tropicalization of “most” of these will not be weakly faithful. More precisely,
by [12] there is an associated generic tropical curve and this is not typically weakly faithful.
We generalize this arrangement of lines to arbitrary 3-regular three-connected planar
graphs and show the following.
Theorem 1.2. (Realizability Theorem) Let G be a 3-regular, three-connected planar
graph (and by Steinitz’ theorem, a one-skeleton of a three dimensional polytope is earnest),
there exists a canonical embedding of XG that has a weakly faithful tropicalization.
In fact, we construct a specific canonical embedding called the scho¨n embedding (see
Section 3) that has a weakly faithful tropicalization. A key ingredient in the proof of Theorem
1.1 and Theorem 1.2 is via a tropical analogue of the notion of ∆Y transformation (a
transformation used to prove Steinitz theorem), see Figures 9, 10 for a glimpse.
1.1 Tropical Basis for Weakly Faithful Canonical Embeddings
We describe a tropical basis for the scho¨n embedding. It has the following simple description
in terms of the Stanley-Reisner ideal of the dual complex of the polytope associated to G.
Let M be the dual complex of the three-dimensional polytope P associated to G (the
existence of P is guaranteed by Steinitz theorem, see Theorem 3.8 for its statement) and let
F be the set of facets of P (facets in P are in bijection with the vertices of M). The scho¨n
embedding is the Stanley-Reisner variety of M intersected with the hyperplane
∑
f∈F xf = 0.
This hyperplane section is reduced. Hence, a minimal generating set G of the vanishing
radical ideal Isch of the scho¨n embedding is the set of monomial minimal generators of the
Stanley-Reisner ideal of M with the variable xe corresponding to the outerface face replaced
by −∑f∈F,f 6=e xf . Furthermore, this set is a tropical basis.
Proposition 1.3. The set G forms a tropical basis for defining ideal Isch of the scho¨n em-
bedding.
Example 1.4. Let C be the one-skeleton of the three-dimensional cube. The minimal gen-
erating set of the vanishing ideal of XC produced by Theorem 3.1 is the following:
〈xF2xF4, xF3xF5, x2F1 + xF1xF2 + xF1xF3 + xF1xF4 + xF1xF5〉
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1.2 Graph Curves and Tropical Curves
This work was motivated by the following potential connections between graph curves and
tropical curves.
1. Graph Curves and Tropical Curves: The work of Bayer and Eisenbud on graph
curves predates much of the literature in tropical geometry. Both tropical and graph
curves are “combinatorial objects” associated to a smooth algebraic curve. From this
viewpoint, it is natural to question how they relate to each other. Theorem 1.8 estab-
lishes a concrete connection between graph curves and tropical curves.
2. Faithful Tropicalization: Another motivation for our work comes from the concept
of faithful tropicalization developed by Baker, Payne and Rabinoff [2].
Let C be a smooth proper curve over a non-archimedean field K i.e., an algebraically
closed field with a non-trivial non-archimedean valuation and complete with respect
to it. Any tropicalization of C as well as its Berkovich analytification Can have nat-
ural metrics on them ([10], [4]) and there is a continuous map from the Berkovich
analytification to any tropicalization. A tropicalization of a smooth algebraic curve is
called faithful if there exists a skeleton of its Berkovich analytification (see [2, Section
5.15.2] for a precise definition) for which this map is homeomorphic and isometric onto
its image. A tropicalization is called weakly faithful if there exists a skeleton of the
Berkovich analytification for which this map is homeomorphic onto its image.
Theorem 1.5. (Baker, Payne and Rabinoff [2]) Every smooth proper curve over K
has a faithful (and hence, a weakly faithful) tropicalization.
The proof of Theorem 1.5 use methods from non-archimedean analysis and shows
that an embedding of the curve into a split torus of sufficiently high dimension yields
a faithful tropicalization. From a constructive point of view, explicitly constructing
embeddings of the curve that gives faithful tropicalizations is of interest. This leads to
the following problem:
Problem 1.6. Compute a faithful/ weakly faithful tropicalization when the curve is
presented in terms of its defining equations.
A closely related problem is the following:
Problem 1.7. Explicitly describe the structure of defining equations whose tropicaliza-
tion is faithful/ weakly faithful.
Another related problem is the following realizability question:
Question 1. Which graphs occur as skeleta of faithful/ weakly faithful tropicalizations
of curves of degree d embedded in projective space Pr?
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For d = 4 and r = 2 corresponding to the case of canonical curves of genus three [5]
answer this question. See [7] for progress on realizability questions.
Chan and Jiradilok [6] solve Problem 1.7 and answer Question 1 when G = K4. As an
application of Theorem 1.1, we generalize this to all 3-regular three-connected planar graphs
and when the ground field is the completion of the field of Puiseux series. More precisely,
we show the following.
LetK be the completion of the field of Puiseux series with respect its non-trivial valuation.
Let C be a smooth, proper algebraic curve over K and G be a 3-regular three connected
planar graph whose genus is equal to that of C. Suppose that G is the combinatorial graph
underlying some skeleton of the Berkovich analytification Can of C.
Theorem 1.8. There exists a canonical embedding of C that specializes to the scho¨n embed-
ding of XG and this canonical embedding admits a weakly faithful tropicalization.
The proof of Theorem 1.8 and Corollary 1.9 involves deforming the tropical curve into
the tropicalization of a canonical curve such that the topology is preserved. As a corollary
to Theorem 1.8, see Section 4 for more details.
Corollary 1.9. Given a 3-regular, three-connected planar graph G, there exists a canonical
curve whose Berkovich skeleton is G that admits a weakly faithful tropicalization.
Acknowledgements: We thank to Bo Lin, Ralph Morrison and Bernd Sturmfels very
much, this work has benefited significantly from the several discussions we had with them.
We also thank Omid Amini, Erwan Brugalle and Lorenzo Fantini for helpful discussions.
2 A Brief Interlude into Tropical Projective Space
Tropical graph curves live in tropical projective space. Hence, we start by briefly recalling
tropical projective space, we refer to [10, Chapter 6, Section 2] for a detailed discussion.
Analogous to its classical counterpart, tropical projective space in n-dimensions TPn can be
constructed in different ways, we describe the one via compactification here.
Consider the hyperplane H0 = (1, . . . , 1)
⊥ where (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Rn+1 as a model for the
tropical torus in n-dimensions. Each point in H0 is a representative of an orbit of tropical
multiplication of R on Rn+1 via λ (q0, . . . , qn) = (λ+ q0, . . . , λ+ qn).
Compactify it with the (n+ 1)-coordinate hyperplanes. It is convenient to think of these
hyperplanes F1, . . . , Fn+1, say as living at “infinity”. In particular Fi is the intersection of
the affine copy of the hyperplane (0, . . . , 0, 1︸︷︷︸
i
, 0, . . . , 0)⊥ ∩H0 at “infinity”. Hence, TPn is
homeomorphic to the n-simplex. This identification is particularly useful for visualization
purposes.
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2.1 Tropicalizing into TPn
We recall tropicalization of a subvariety of projective space into tropical projective space.
Based on the context, we tropicalize with respect to the trivial or a non-trivial valuation (in
Section 3 with respect to a trivial valuation and in Section 4 with respect to a non-trivial
one).
Given a homogenous polynomial f ∈ κ[x1, . . . , xn+1], suppose that f = m ·g where m is a
monomial and g ∈ κ[x1, . . . , xn+1] has no monomial factors. The tropicalization tropproj(f)
of f into TPn is defined as the union of the tropicalization of g into H0 (with respect to a
valuation on κ) and the facets Fj for each variable xj that divides m.
For example, if f = (x21 + x1x2 + x1x3) then m = x1 and g = (x1 + x2 + x3). The tropi-
calization of f into TP2 is the union of the tropicalization of g into H0 and the facet of TP2
corresponding to x1. In contrast, the tropicalization of f into H0 is just the tropicalization
of g into H0.
The tropicalization tropproj(I) of a graded ideal I into TPn is defined as:
tropproj(I) = ∩f∈Itropproj(f)
A subset B of I is called a tropical basis for I if ∩f∈Btropproj(f) = tropproj(I). Every
graded ideal I has a finite tropical basis [10, Theorem 2.6.5].
If the valuation underlying the tropicalization is non-trivial then the Fundamental theo-
rem of tropical geometry holds i.e., the closure of image of the projective variety into TPn
under the valuation map coincides with the tropicalization of its defining ideal [10, Theorem
6.2.15].
2.2 Linear Subspaces of Tropical Projective Space:
We primarily encounter linear subspaces of TPn, in particular lines.
Definition 2.1. A k-dimensional tropical linear subspace in TPn is defined as the tropical-
ization tropproj(I) of the defining ideal I of a k-dimensional subspace of Pn.
In order to tropicalize I, apriori knowing a tropical basis of I is particularly useful.
Tropical bases for I have been studied in detail and a linear space has a tropical basis of
linear forms [10, Proposition 4.1.6]. The linear subspaces we encounter in this paper are
all defined by a set of linear forms with mutually disjoint support. For instance, the ideal
Lv2 = 〈xF1 + xF4 + xF3 , xF2 , xF5〉 that appeared in the canonical embedding of XC in the
introduction. Such a linear subspace has a particularly simple tropical basis.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that I is generated by linear forms `1, . . . , `r such that their supports
are mutually disjoint. Then the set {`1, . . . , `r} is a tropical basis for I.
Proof. Let I1 be the vector space of linear forms of I. Since I has a tropical basis of
linear forms, if suffices to show that ∩ri=1tropproj(`i) ⊆ ∩`∈I1tropproj(`). Any linear form
` ∈ I1 is a κ-linear combination of `1, . . . , `r. Let S be the subset of {`1, . . . , `r} with
non-zero coefficients in this linear combination and let Sm be the set of monomials in S.
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Because the supports of `1, . . . , `r are mutually disjoint, ∩i∈Stropproj(`i) ⊆ tropproj(`) ∩
∩m∈Smtropproj(m). Hence, ∩ri=1tropproj(`i) ⊆ ∩`∈I1tropproj(`).
In order to draw a sub-variety of tropical projective space with the unit simplex as a
model, for each face f of dimension d, consider a system of homeomorphisms (not linear
in general) from Rd to the relative interior of f that are compatible with each other [10,
Section 6.2] and use this to transfer co-ordinates from Euclidean space to the unit simplex.
Indeed, this induces a topology on TPn and any subvariety of TPn. This is the topology
on TG underlying the definition of tropical graph curves. In this paper, we are primarily
interested in the topology of subvarieties (in particular, arrangements of lines) of TPn and
the figures are all only accurate up to topology.
3 Existence and Realizability of Tropical Graph
Curves
In this section, we prove the Existence and Realizability theorems (Theorem 1.1 and Theorem
1.2). We begin by generalizing the scho¨n embedding of the cube described in the introduction
to arbitrary (3-regular) three-connected planar graphs.
3.1 Scho¨n Embedding
Let G be a 3-regular, three-connected planar graph of genus g. Given a planar embedding
of the graph of genus g, label the interior faces of the planar embedding by variables and let
xF be the variable corresponding to the face F . Hence, there are g variables. Let R be the
graded κ-algebra generated by xF where F ranges over all the interior faces of the planar
embedding of G and identify Pg−1 with Proj(R). In the following, we associate to G a line
arrangement in Pg−1. For each vertex v ∈ G, associate an ideal Lv defined by a collections
of linear forms as follows:
1. If v is an exterior vertex then, let Lv be the ideal generated by xF over all faces F not
incident on v. Note that there are precisely g − 2 such faces.
2. If v is an interior vertex then, let Lv be the ideal generated by xF over all faces F not
incident on v (there are g − 3 such faces) and the sum of the variables corresponding
to the three faces incident on v.
In both cases above, Lv defines a line in Pg−1. We refer to this line arrangement as the
scho¨n embedding of the graph curve XG (this is a canonical embedding of XG, see Corollary
3.3).
The line Lv for an exterior vertex is generated by (g− 2) variables and the line Lv for an
interior vertex is generated by (g− 3) variables and one linear form given by the sum of the
three remaining variables. The tropicalization of lines corresponding to exterior vertices is
not branched whereas the tropicalization of lines corresponding to interior vertices contains
one branch of valence three.
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We refer to the former as type I lines and the latter as type II lines. For a tropical
line of type II, suppose that x + y + z is the associated linear form, the three branches of
this line are labelled by pairs of variables (x, y), (y, z) and (x, z) according to the pair that
is minimized along that branch and the point of intersection between these three branches
is called the branch point of the line.
Bayer and Eisenbud [3, Section 6] work with scho¨n embedding in terms of the minimal
generators of its defining ideal. Showing that the scho¨n embedding yields a weakly faithful
tropicalization by directly tropicalizing the minimal generators seems difficult, its primary
decomposition given by the scho¨n embedding is more amenable from a tropical point of view.
Note that the primary decomposition of the defining ideal does not depend on the ground
field (as long as it is algebraically closed) and the tropicalization of the defining ideal is equal
to the union of the tropicalization of its irreducible components (both over the trivial and
non-trivial valuations).
Though the scho¨n embedding is presented in terms of a planar embedding of G, it does
not depend on the choice of the planar embedding. It has the following simple description
in terms Stanley-Reisner varieties.
Let M be the dual complex of the three-dimensional polytope P associated to G and
let F be the set of facets of P (the facets of P are in bijection with the vertices of M).
The scho¨n embedding is the Stanley-Reisner variety of M intersected with the hyperplane∑
f∈F xf = 0 and this hyperplane section is reduced.
Proposition 3.1. (Scho¨n Embedding in terms of Stanley-Reisner Variety) A min-
imal generating set G of the defining radical ideal Isch of the scho¨n embedding is the set of
minimal monomial generators of the Stanley-Reisner ideal of M with the outerface face xe
replaced by −∑f∈F,f 6=e xf .
Proof. The projective schemes defined by both the Stanley-Reisner ideal of M , [3, Corollary
6.2] and the scho¨n embedding of XG are both reduced and are arrangements of 2g − 2 lines
in Pg−1. Hence, to show that they are equal, it suffices to show that every minimal generator
of the Stanley-Reisner ideal of M is contained in the ideal Lv for every vertex v ∈ G.
Recall that every element in G corresponds to a minimal non-face of M . An element g
of G is either purely a product of variables or is divisible by ∑f∈F,f 6=e xf . Suppose that g is
a product of variables. Consider Lv where v is an exterior vertex of the planar embedding
of G. Suppose that g is not contained in Lv. Suppose that F1, F2 are the two faces incident
on v then g must be one of xF1 , xF2 or xF1 · xF2 . But then since F1, F2 share an edge in
M , this is not possible. A similar argument shows that g is contained in Lv where v is an
interior vertex.
On the other hand, if g is divisible by −∑f∈F,f 6=e xf then suppose that Lv is an interior
vertex then
∑
f∈F,f 6=e xf ∈ Lv and hence, g ∈ Lv. Otherwise, if Lv is an exterior vertex then
since g 6= −∑f∈F,f 6=e xf , it must divide xF where xF where F is a face other than xF1 and
xF2 where {F1, F2} are the two faces incident on v. This is because F1, F2 and the outer
face of the planar embedding of G form a face of M . Hence, g ∈ Lv.
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Remark 3.2. Bayer and Eisenbud [3] use this description in terms of Stanley-Resiner va-
rieties to compute the Clifford index of the underlying graph curve.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 and [3, Corollary 6.2], we obtain.
Corollary 3.3. The scho¨n embedding is a canonical embedding of XG.
Theorem 3.4. (Tropical Basis of the Scho¨n Embedding) The minimal generating set
G presented in Theorem 3.1 is a tropical basis.
Proof. Let G = {g1, . . . , gr}. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that G is not a tropical
basis then there is a point in p ∈ ∩rj=1tropproj(gj) that is not contained in the tropicalization
of Isch. Since, the generators are all products of linear forms, this implies that there is a
choice of linear forms `1, . . . , `r such that `j|gj for each j from one to r and such that
p ∈ ∩rj=1tropproj(`j).
Consider the ideal generated by `1, . . . , `r, This ideal contains the defining ideal of XG.
Hence, the subvariety defined by it is contained in XG. This subvariety is either a point
or an irreducible component of the graph curve. By Lemma 2.2, the set {`1, . . . , `r} is a
tropical basis. Hence, p is contained in the tropicalization of 〈`1, . . . , `r〉 and hence, in the
tropicalization of the graph curve. This is a contradiction.
Example 3.5. Let C be the one-skeleton of the three-dimensional cube. The minimal gen-
erating set of the vanishing ideal of XC produced by Theorem 3.1 is the following:
〈xF2xF4, xF3xF5, x2F1 + xF1xF2 + xF1xF3 + xF1xF4 + xF1xF5〉
Hence, XC is cut-out by three (degenerate) quadrics in P4 and according to Theorem
3.4 these quadrics also form a tropical basis for XC. Furthermore, the curve XC is a com-
plete intersection. But in general, canonical embeddings of graph curves are not complete
intersections.
Finally, we note that the dual of a canonical embedding of XG is not necessarily always
G. A 3-regular graph G is called earnest if the dual graph of a canonical embedding of XG
is equal to G.
Example 3.6. Consider the graph G as shown Figure 3. As shown in [13, Remark 1.2], no
arrangement of lines in projective space has G as its dual graph. Hence, G is not earnest.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 and [3, Corollary 6.2] we obtain.
Corollary 3.7. Let G be a simple, 3-regular three-connected planar graph, the scho¨n embed-
ding has dual graph G. Hence, G is an earnest graph.
More generally, Bayer and Eisenbud [3, Proposition 2.5, Item ii] show that a (3-regular)
graph is earnest if and only it is three-connected.
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Figure 3: Non-Earnest Graph
Figure 4: ∆Y Transformation
3.2 Tropicalization of the Scho¨n Embedding
The proofs of the Existence and Realizibility theorems adapt a proof idea of Steinitz theorem.
Hence, we begin by recalling Steinitz theorem ([15, Chapter 4]) and one of its proofs.
Theorem 3.8. (Steinitz Theorem) A planar graph is the one-skeleton of the graph of a
three-dimensional polytope if and only if it is three vertex connected.
A key ingredient in the proof is a ∆Y transformation i.e., replace a ∆-subgraph (a
triangular face) by a Y -subgraph, as shown in Figure 4. A simple ∆Y transformation is
a ∆Y transformation followed by replacing multi edges created by this transformation by
simple edges and contracting edges to eliminate valence two vertices. The next step is to
show that every three-connected planar graph can be obtained from K4 by a sequence of
simple ∆Y transformations. The graph K4 is realizable via a tetrahedron and the fact that
if a planar graph is realizable by a three-dimensional polytope then the resulting graph after
a ∆Y transformation is also realizable concludes the proof.
We adapt this framework to tropicalizations of scho¨n embeddings instead of one-skeleta of
three-dimensional polytopes. Since, we are concerned with 3-regular three-connected planar
graphs rather than arbitrary three-connected planar graphs, we employ a sequence of “local
operations” that transform a 3-regular three-connected planar graph to K4 while keeping
the property 3-regular invariant. We perform the following two steps:
1. A ∆Y transformation.
2. A contraction-elongation operation shown in Figure 5. We say that the operation is
performed on the edge e1.
11
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Figure 5: Contraction-Elongation Operation
u1 u2
v2v1
Figure 6: Two Exterior Vertices Sharing an Interior Face
We also employ the following characterization of trivalent, three-connected planar graphs.
Recall that a bridge is an edge whose deletion disconnects the graph.
Lemma 3.9. Let G be a simple, 3-regular, bridgeless, planar graph. The graph G is three
edge connected if and only if any planar embedding of G is such that no two non-adjacent
exterior vertices share an interior face.
Proof. (⇒) Suppose that there is a planar graph of G such that there exist two non-adjacent
exterior vertices u and v, say that share an interior face. Consider the edges e1 and e2
incident on u and v, respectively that are shared by this interior face and the exterior face.
Deleting this two edges e1 and e2 will disconnect the graph. Hence, the graph is not three
edge connected.
(⇐) Conversely, suppose that G is not a three edge connected graph. Since, G is bridge-
less, it is two edge connected. Suppose that deletion of edges e1 and e2 disconnects G.
Consider a planar embedding of G. The edges e1 and e2 cannot share a vertex v since this
implies that the other edge incident on v is a bridge. Hence, the edges e1 and e2 bind an
interior face F of G, see Figure 6. The vertices v1 and u2 are not adjacent and share an
interior face.
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Remark 3.10. Since three edge connectivity is equivalent to three vertex connectivity for
3-regular graphs [3, Lemma 2.6], we can replace edge connectivity with vertex connectivity in
Lemma 3.9.
Lemma 3.11. Every 3-regular, three-connected planar graph G can be transformed to K4
by a sequence of ∆Y and contraction-elongation operations such that the graph at each step
remains a 3-regular, three-connected planar graph.
Proof. Suppose that G has genus three, then it is a K4 and there is nothing to prove.
Otherwise, the genus of G is at least four. Consider a planar embedding of G, we perform
the following operations:
1. Suppose that G has a ∆ then perform a ∆ to Y operation on it.
2. Otherwise, since the graph is trivalent, it has an interior face. Take an interior face F
of the minimum length, k say. It has at least k − 3 interior edges (edges not incident
on the exterior face). Perform a sequence of contraction-elongation operations on any
k − 3 interior edges. This results in (at least) one ∆.
3. Perform a ∆ to Y -transformation on one of these ∆s.
We first show that every graph produced by this procedure is simple, 3-regular and
three-connected. Any contraction-elongation operation on an interior edge does not create a
bridge, suppose it does then this implies that the bridge is the edge e2, see Figure 5. But this
implies that the original graph can be disconnected by deleting two edges. Furthermore, it
does not alter the exterior face and the set of faces incident on each exterior vertex remains
unaltered. Hence, no two non-adjacent exterior vertices can share an interior face after the
operation. By Lemma 3.9, the resulting graph remains three-connected.
We now show that the graph resulting from a ∆Y transformation remains simple, 3-
regular and three-connected. For a multiple edge to occur during a ∆Y transformation, the
subgraph induced by the vertices of the ∆ must be a K4 minus an edge as shown in Figure
7. But this contradicts the three-(edge) connectivity of the graph on which the operation
is performed since deleting the edges e1 and e2 would disconnect the graph. By the proof
of Steinitz theorem, the graph remains three-connected. Hence, the result G′ is a simple,
3-regular graph and its genus g(G′) = g(G)− 1.
Repeat Operation 2 till the genus of the resulting graph is three. This graph must be K4
since it is the only 3-regular, simple graph of genus three.
Next, we show that the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding of XK4 is weakly faithful
(Lemma 3.13). We show that Y to ∆ operations and contraction-elongation operations
preserve this property (Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15). We conclude that the scho¨n embedding of
every three-connected planar graph admits a weakly faithful tropicalization.
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e1
e2
Figure 7: Forbidden Subgraph
In the following, we employ a property that relates the homeomorphism that realizes a
weakly faithful tropicalization to the graph G. Before stating this property, we note that for
a 3-regular planar graph, every exterior vertex has precisely one interior vertex adjacent to
it.
Definition 3.12. Let G be a 3-regular connected graph. A weakly-faithful tropicalization of
XG is said to be well structured (with respect to a planar embedding of G) if there exists
a homeomorphism from the modification of G to the tropicalization of XG that satisfies the
following properties:
• For an interior vertex v, its image in the tropicalization is the branch point of Lv.
• For an exterior vertex v, its image in the tropicalization is the intersection between Lv
and Lu where u is the unique interior vertex adjacent to it.
Lemma 3.13. The scho¨n embedding of K4 admits a weakly faithful tropicalization and this
tropicalization is well structured.
Proof. Consider the embedding of K4 with a triangle exterior face and one vertex in the
interior. The scho¨n embedding of K4 is as follows: Lv1 = xF1 , Lv2 = xF2 , Lv3 = xF3 ,
Lv4 = (xF1 + xF2 + xF3) where F1, F2 and F3 are the three interior faces. Its tropicalization
is as shown in Figure 8. This is weakly faithful and well structured.
Lemma 3.14. Let G be a simple, 3-regular, three-connected planar graph and let G′ be a
graph obtained after a Y to ∆-transformation. If the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding
of XG is weakly faithful and well structured, then the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding
of XG′ is also weakly faithful and well structured.
Proof. Suppose that the Y has an exterior vertex v as its trivalent vertex as shown in Figure
9. Let F1 and F2 be the two faces incident on v and let Fn be the new face created by the
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Lv1
Lv2
Lv4
Lv3
Figure 8: Tropicalization of the Scho¨n Embedding of K4
F1
F2
F1
F2
Fn
v
(F1; Fn)
(F2; Fn)(F1; F2)
Figure 9: Y to ∆ on an Exterior Vertex and its Tropicalization
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(Fn; F1)
(F3; F1)
(Fn; F2)
(F2; F3)
F3
(F3; F1) (F2; F3)
(Fn; F3)
Figure 10: Y to ∆ on an Interior Vertex and its Tropicalization
transformation. We study the change in the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding under
this transformation.
The line Lv is given by 〈xF | F /∈ {F1, F2}〉 is replaced by three lines Lv1 , Lv2 and Lv3 .
They are given by the
Lv1 = 〈xF | F /∈ {F1, Fn}〉,
Lv2 = 〈xF | F /∈ {F2, Fn}〉
Lv3 = 〈xFn + xF1 + xF2 , xF | F /∈ {Fn, F1, F2}〉
The changes in the tropicalization is shown in the Figure 9.
Suppose that the graph Y is centered at an interior vertex v as shown in Figure 10 and
let F1, F2 and F3 be the three faces incident on it. Suppose that Fn is the face created by
the ∆ and v1, v2 and v3 be the newly created vertices. The line Lv is given by 〈xF1 + xF2 +
xF3 , xF | F /∈ {F1, F2, F3}〉 and the lines Lv1 , Lv2 and Lv3 are given by:
Lv1 = 〈xF1 + xF2 + xFn , xF | F /∈ {F1, F2, Fn}〉,
Lv2 = 〈xF2 + xF3 + xFnxF | F /∈ {F2, F3, Fn}〉
Lv3 = 〈xF1 + xF3 + xFn , xF | F /∈ {F1, F3, Fn}〉
The changes in the tropicalization is shown in the Figure 10.
In the following, we show that the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding is homeomor-
phic to G′ (up to a modification) and is well structured.
Consider a homeomorphism φ realizing the well structured weakly faithful tropicalization
from a modification Gmod of G to the tropicalization of scho¨n embedding. Let S be the
subgraph induced by v, the trivalent vertex of Y (on which the ∆Y operation is performed).
Note that S is the graph with one vertex and no edges. Similarly, let S ′ be the subgraph of
G′ respectively induced by the resulting ∆.
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Figure 11: Tropicalization of the Contraction-Elongation Operation
Let AtropS′ be the tropicalization of the (sub)-arrangement of the scho¨n arrangement of
XG′ formed by lines Lv where v ∈ S ′. There is a homeomorphism ψ from a modification of
S ′ to AtropS′ that is well structured.
Let φ|(Gmod \ S) be the restriction of φ to Gmod \ S. Let G′mod be the modification of G′
induced by (given by the disjoint union of) the modification of S ′ corresponding to ψ and
the modification of G′ induced by φ. More precisely, there is a canonical isomorphism from
G\S to G′\S ′ and the modification Gmod induces a modification G′mod via this isomorphism.
Consider a homeomorphism φ′ from G′mod to the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding of
XG′ that agrees with φ|(Gmod \ S) (via the canonical isomorphism between G′\S ′ and G\S)
when restricted to G′ \ S ′ and with ψ when restricted to S ′. This is a homeomorphism from
a modification of G′ to the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding of XG′ . Furthermore, it
is well structured since both φ and ψ respect the property of well structuredness.
Lemma 3.15. Let G be a simple, 3-regular, three-connected, planar graph and let G′ be a
graph obtained after a contraction-elongation operation along an interior edge e1 (an edge
not incident on the outer face). If the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding of XG is weakly
faithful and well structured, then the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding of XG′ is also
weakly faithful and well structured.
Proof. Suppose that v1 and v2 are vertices incident on e1 and suppose that w1 and w2 vertices
incident on the edge e2 that is created by the operation, see Figure 5. The lines Lv1 and Lv2
are given by equations 〈xF1 +xF3 +xF4 , xF | F /∈ {F1, F3, F4}〉 and 〈xF2 +xF3 +xF4 , , xF | F /∈
{F2, F3, F4}〉. Similarly, the lines Lw1 and Lw2 are given by equations 〈xF1+xF2+xF3 , xF | F /∈
{F1, F2, F3}〉 and 〈xF1+xF2+xF4 , xF | F /∈ {F1, F2, F4}〉. The tropicalization changes as shown
in the Figure 11. In the following, we note that the tropicalization is homeomorphic to G′
up to modification and is well structured.
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The argument is similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 3.14. Let S and S ′ be the sub-
graphs of G and G′ induced by {v1, v2, u1, u2, u3, u4} and {w1, w2, u1, u2, u3, u4} respectively.
Note that there is a canonical isomorphism between G \ S and G′ \ S ′.
Let φ be a homeomorphism from a modification Gmod of G that is weakly faithful and well
structured. Let ψ be a homeomorphism from a modification S ′mod to the arrangement formed
by the tropicalization of the lines Lv where v ∈ {w1, w2, u1, u2, u3, u4} takes the vertices w1
and w2 to the corresponding branch points of trop(Lw1) and trop(Lw2) (see Figure 11).
There is a homeomorphism φ′ from a modification G′mod of G
′ (induced by ψ and by φ
via the canonical isomorphism from G to G′) to the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding
of XG′ . This agrees with ψ when restricted to S
′ and with φ|(Gmod \ S) when restricted to
G′mod \ S ′ via the canonical isomorphism from G \ S and G′ \ S ′. This homeomorphism is
well structured since both φ and ψ respect the property of well structuredness.
Theorem 3.16. Let G be a three-connected planar graph. The scho¨n embedding of G admits
a weakly faithful tropicalization into tropical projective space and this tropicalization is well
structured.
Proof. By Lemma 3.11, there exists a sequence of Y to ∆ and contraction-elongation opera-
tions to transform K4 to G. By Lemma 3.13, the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding of
K4 is weakly faithful and well structured. By Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15, we conclude that the
tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding of G is weakly faithful and is well structured.
Example 3.17. Consider the one-skeleton of the three dimensional cube. A sequence of
transformations following Lemma 3.11 to transform it into K4 is shown in Figure 12. A
sequence is the one-skeleton of the following polytopes:
cube → triangular prism sliced at a vertex → triangular prism → tetrahedron.
The tropical counterpart of the sequence is shown in Figure 13.
4 Lifting Graph Curves
In this section, we deform the scho¨n embedding to construct weakly faithful tropicalizations
of canonical curves. Let G be a 3-regular, three-connected planar graph of genus g. Suppose
that C is a smooth curve of genus g whose Berkovich analytification has a skeleton whose
underlying graph is G, we first show that the scho¨n embedding of XG deforms to a canonical
embedding of C.
Let Γ be the value group of K, R be the ring of integers of K and κ be the residue field
of K.
Lemma 4.1. Let C be a smooth, proper algebraic curve over K and G be a 3-regular,
three connected planar graph whose genus is equal to that of C. Suppose that G is the graph
underlying a skeleton of the Berkovich analytification Can of C, then any canonical embedding
ωG of the graph curve XG deforms to a canonical embedding of C.
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Figure 12: Example: Sequence of Polytopes
Figure 13: Example: Corresponding Tropical Graph Curves
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Proof. From [4, Chapter 4], we know that C has a semistable model X (defined over Spec(R))
such that the special fiber of X is the graph curve XG (over κ). The arithmetic surface X
has a canonical bundle ΩX that over the generic fiber restricts to the canonical bundle ΩX
of X and over the special fiber restricts to the canonical bundle ΩXG of XG [9].
Choose a basis B for H0(ΩX) and let B0 be the reduction of B to a basis for H
0(ΩXG).
Given a canonical embedding of XG, defined by a basis B
′
0 of H
0(ΩXG). Let M0 be the
element in GL(g, κ) that takes B0 to B
′
0. Consider any lifting of M0 to an element M of
GL(g,R) (such that an element always exists since the reduction map induces a surjection
from GL(g,R) to GL(g, κ)). Consider the basis for H0(ΩX) obtained by applying M to B.
When restricted to the generic fiber this yield a canonical embedding of C that has the
required property.
Corollary 4.2. Let C be a smooth, proper algebraic curve over K and let G be a 3-regular,
three connected graph whose genus is equal to that of C. Suppose that G is a skeleton of Can
then the scho¨n embedding of XG deforms to a canonical embedding of C.
The canonical ideal of C constructed in Corollary 4.2 is defined over R, the ring of integers
of K. We call such a (any) deformation of the scho¨n embedding of XG a scho¨n embedding
of C. Note that C can have multiple scho¨n embeddings. We now show that any scho¨n
embedding admits a weakly faithful tropicalization.
Theorem 4.3. Let K be the completion of the field of Puiseux series with respect to its
non-trivial valuation. Let C be a smooth, proper algebraic curve over K and G be a 3-
regular three connected planar graph whose genus is equal to that of C. Suppose that G is the
combinatorial graph underlying a skeleton of the Berkovich analytification Can of C, then a
scho¨n embedding of C admits a weakly faithful tropicalization.
Proof. Consider a scho¨n embedding of C. Let K[x1, . . . , xg] be the co-ordinate ring of Pg−1
and let IC be the defining ideal of this scho¨n embedding of C. The initial form with respect
to a weight vector w = (w1, . . . , wg+1) is defined as:
inw(f) =
∑
α cαx
α, over all terms α is the support of f such that
wg+1val(cα) + (w1, . . . , wg) · α is minimized.
Homogenize IC with respect to a weight vector with weight zero at each variable and weight
minus one for the uniformizing parameter t. Let h be the homogenizing variable. This results
in a flat family over h. The fiber over h = 1, is the ideal IC and the fiber over h = 0 is the
scho¨n embedding of XG.
Consider the tropicalization of this family with respect to the non-trivial valuation val
on K into TPg−1×R∪ {∞}. By the theorem Bieri-Groves, the tropicalization of this family
is a polyhedral surface.
Let us briefly describe the structure of this polyhedral surface. Let y be the variable
corresponding to h. The fiber over y = k corresponds to tropicalizing the surface at h =
tk. By construction, two fibers over non-negative k1 and k2 in R are a scaling of each
other. The fiber over y = ∞ gives the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding over K
and is homeomorphic to G. Hence, the fibers over y for y 6= −1 are homeomorphic to a
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modification of G. By Theorem 3.16, the tropicalization of the scho¨n embedding of XG has
genus g. Furthermore, the genus of each fiber over y ≥ 0 of the family is g.
Hence, trop(C) has genus g. By [2, Section 2.3], there exists a continuous map from the
Berkovich analytification of C to trop(C). Hence, the genus of Berkovich analytification is
equal to g and this continuous map is a homeomorphism. Hence, the tropicalization of C is
weakly faithful.
Remark 4.4. Note that in the proof of Theorem 4.3, it is more natural to tropicalize the
scho¨n embedding XG over the non-trivial valuation over K rather than the trivial valuation
since XG is realized as a limit of smooth curves over K. However, the tropicalizations with
respect to val and the trivial valuation are both equal.
For every 3-regular, three connected graph G of genus g, there exists a smooth curve
of genus g with G as a skeleton [1, Appendix]. Hence, we answer Question 1 for 3-regular
three-connected planar graphs.
Corollary 4.5. Let K be the completion of the field of Puiseux series with respect its non-
trivial valuation. Let G be a 3-regular three-connected planar graph of genus g. There
exists a canonical curve C with Berkovich skeleton whose underlying graph is G and whose
tropicalization is weakly faithful.
Example 4.6. Let C be the one-skeleton of the three-dimensional cube. Consider the graph
curve XC over K (as in Theorem 4.3) in its scho¨n embedding. It is defined by the ideal
〈xF2xF4 , xF3xF5 , x2F1 + xF1xF2 + xF1xF3 + xF1xF4 + xF1xF5〉 (1)
Consider three smooth quadratics in K[xF1 , xF2 , xF3 , xF4 , xF5 ] defined the ring of integers of
K that deforms the minimal generators.
For instance, consider the three quadrics such that homogenizing with respect to the weight
vector (0, 0, 0, 0, 0,−1) where the first five coordinates correspond to the variables xF1 , . . . , xF5
and the last coordinate corresponds to t leads to the following:
q1 = t
100x2F1h
100 + t50x2F2h
50 + t75xF3h
75 + t17x2F4h
17 + t15x2F5h
15 + t16xF1xF2h
16 +
t27xF1xF3h
27 + t18xF1xF4h
18 + t78xF1xF5h
78 + t−34xF2xF3h
34 + t150xF2xF5h
150 + t52xF3xF4h
52 +
t189xF3xF5h
189 + t19xF4xF5h
19 + xF2xF4 ,
q2 = t
156x2F1h
156 + t151x2F2h
151 + t176x2F3h
176 + t117x2F4h
117 + t5x2F5h
5 + t61xF1xF2h
61 +
t7xF1xF3h
7 + t81xF1xF4h
81 + t82xF1xF5h
82 + t43xF2xF3h
43 + t67xF2xF4h
67 + t57xF2xF5h
57 +
t87xF3xF4h
87 + t92xF4xF5h
92 + xF3xF5,
q3 =
t111x2F2h
111+ t166x2F3h
166+ t171x2F4h
171+ t5x2F5h
5+ t34xF2xF3h
34+ t75xF2xF4h
75+ t41xF2xF5h
41+
t78xF3xF4h
78 + t16xF3xF5h
16 + t29xF4xF5h
29 + x2F1 + xF1xF2 + xF1xF3 + xF1xF4 + xF1xF5.
A key property, as required by Theorem 4.3, is that the ideal generated by q1, q2, and
q3 in R[x1, . . . , x5] reduces to scho¨n embedding of XC (see Equation (1)) over the residue
field. These polynomials cut out a surface in P4 × A1. Tropicalize it with respect to the
non-trivial valuation. This results in a surface in TP4 × (R ∪ {∞}). Let w be the variable
corresponding to h. The fiber over w = r corresponds to the tropicalization of the curve
obtained by specializing h to an element of valuation r and the fiber at infinity is trop(XC).
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